
Network for Good finds 
a CEO through Fetcher’s 
strategic sourcing & 
outreach

Case Study


Hi 
Thanks for expressing interest in !  
I would love to learn more about you, discuss the role in more detail, and 
answer any of your questions.



As an initial next step, are you comfortable chatting with a member of our 
Talent Acquisition team?



If so, please schedule a call at this link 

                         

                     Best,

                     Mark G.

                     CEO at Network for Good


{Candidate_name}

{role_name}

{schedule link}



CEO at Network for Good

name@company.com

mailto:name@company.com


Developing a Nuanced, Strategic

CEO Search

When Network for Good’s Board of Directors first started the 

conversation around hiring a CEO in 2020, they knew they’d have 


their work cut out for them. They were looking to bring on someone 

who would lead Network for Good’s expansion into the emerging 

Giving & Social Engagement market. They wanted CEO candidates 

from a diverse range of backgrounds, both demographically and 

professionally.





Danica Remy, Vice Chair at Network for Good and one of the board 

members overseeing the search, also recognized that they needed a 

way to communicate the opportunity quickly, while also giving each 

candidate the attention they deserved...

Broad range of high-level candidates


Quick turnaround time


Outreach that would resonate


Lack of creative sourcing solutions

+

+

+

Danica Remy 
Vice Chair  

Network for Good

The Challenge


Wendy Bellus 
Executive Consultant


Network for Good



Wendy Bellus, an Executive Consultant, was also brought on to add 
another layer of expertise and experience to the search. Wendy said 
that she was concerned about relying on LinkedIn Recruiter for the 
CEO search, because there wasn’t one specific background that would 
be a fit for the role, making it a tedious process. On the other hand, 
she didn’t feel confident that a recruiting firm would deliver 
candidates that fell outside of specific parameters. They had to find a 
creative, strategic solution to sourcing that would also give them 
control over who they reached out to, and how. Danica suggested 
Fetcher.

The Challenge


Create New Search

How will you source?

Basic Criteria

Additional Criteria

Notes

Diverse professional backgrounds



The Solution

Efficient Recruiting with Human 
Support

While Wendy was not sure if Fetcher would work for an executive 

position, Danica had already used Fetcher to find engineers in her full-

time role as President of B612, and was impressed with the results. 

“Through the email outreach tools, potential candidates are touched in 

a way that makes them feel like they’ve been noticed by somebody 

senior, as opposed to the recruiter.” And in the search for a CEO for 

Network for Good, a rapidly growing tech non-profit, she knew she 

needed to find a way to leave an impression on candidates. She 

wanted to take a different approach with Fetcher.



Fetcher ended up being a game changer. Once onboarded, Wendy 

found the training and support provided by her Customer Success 

Manager to be instrumental to the search’s success.

Hi 
I'm reaching out because your background and experience seem like a perfect 
for  at Network for Good.



As an initial next step, are you comfortable chatting with a member of our 
Talent Acquisition team?



If so, please schedule a call at this link 

                         

                     Best,

                     Mark G.

                     CEO at Network for Good


{Candidate_name}


{role_name}

{schedule link}



CEO at Network for Good

name@company.com

mailto:name@company.com


The Solution

“I see the tool as a retained recruiter on steroids, who is given the 

power of the search engine. You get the benefit of both: technology 

and white glove service and support.”



Beyond the personalized support, Danica emphasized that the ability 

to personalize email outreach through Fetcher helped Network for 

Good spark interest in the CEO role. Several candidates mentioned 

they were excited to be contacted directly by the Chair of the Board, 

which was all actually done via Fetcher. “Through the platform, you 

have an opportunity, in a few sentences, to hook them. You can 

communicate to them that this is an amazing opportunity - and that’s 

what our team did.” In less than 2 months, the search committee had a 

solid pipeline of promising candidates and could pause Fetcher’s 

auto-sourcing and focus on interviews.




The Result

Collaborating to Select a Candidate 
that Meets their Mission

After interviewing a number of candidates, they shared a handful of 

finalists with the rest of Network for Good’s Board and from there, 

officially made an offer to their top candidate, who had come from the 

Fetcher-sourced pipeline.



“I will never use an executive search firm again now that I’ve used 

Fetcher, “ said Danica.



In reflecting back on the search, Wendy noted that Fetcher’s timed 

batches of candidates created an opportunity to have an open 

dialogue about the search and what they were looking for on a regular 

basis with the search committee. 

All Searches Andrew Guro

Hi Sam,

Sam W.

Sam W.

Jasmine A.

Sam W.

Jasmine A.

Jasmine A.

March 4, 2022

Interested,   
Interested,   

Interested,   



The Result

“Usually when you’re searching, the funnel at the top eventually 
narrows down to a small pool at the bottom and all the candidates 
look the same. [With Fetcher], it’s almost a cylinder, where you have a 
very wide top of funnel, and at the end, you can still have a wide 
choice of candidates. It really brought the board together to ask, “who 
is going to get us where we want to be?” 



Fetcher presented Network for Good with candidates they wouldn’t 
have reached on their own, giving them a broader spectrum of 
candidates with diverse experiences, and ultimately leading to the 
hiring of a CEO that was ideal for their needs.


Solutions

 Qualified, diverse pipelin

 Opportunity for collaboration with 
the search committe

 Personalized, strategic outreac

 Dedicated search suppor

 Successful CEO hire for the 
rapidly-growing tech company




Learn more about 
sourcing for senior 
roles at fetcher.ai

http://fetcher.ai

